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 KEOS, Inc. 
 North Bellmore, New York 
 
 KEOS HATTING ISSUE OF 3 JANUARY 1995 
 
All Staff 
All Hats 
 
 
 "JOB LOG" FORMS - HOW TO USE THEM 
 
References: 
 
KHI 10-Dec-1994  CUSTOMER IDENTIFICATION AND FILING:  THE 

CLIENT, ACCOUNT, AND PROJECT 
 
KHI 18-Dec-1994  THE DEFINITION OF A "JOB" AT KEOS 
 
KHI 21-Dec-1994  THE TECHNICAL FOLDER 
 
 
NOTE: It is highly recommended that the above references be studied BEFORE 

reading this issue. 
 
 A "log" is usually an ongoing written record of transactions, events, or similar 
information.  Sometimes it is kept with a "log book".  In other cases, a set of "log 
forms" are continuously filled in as needed, and the entire set kept in a folder or 
binder, so newly filled-in forms can be added to the record.  Either way it 
accomplishes the same thing. 
 
 As the business grows and more personnel are required to perform daily work, 
the need to keep an accurate record of the various steps and individual tasks that make 
up client work or internal projects becomes more critical. 
 
 If you just have one person doing everything, with half the work being done by 
"memory", then keeping records might not seem so important.  More likely, it would 
be looked at as just "unnecessary work overhead". 
 
 However, take a work force of ten or more people, with some individual "jobs" 
for clients requiring the skills and efforts of three different staff members, and we 
have another story.  It then requires each person knowing not only what to do but 
what has been done already by someone else. 
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 If such "coordination" does NOT occur, it can lead not only to messed-up 
work, but possibly an insufficient amount of data in order to accurately bill the client 
for the work performed. 
 
 The information being referred to above involves "technical" matters, in other 
words, having to do with the production of work for clients, for which we receive 
exchange (money), and from which you as a staff member are paid.  The more 
efficiently we produce this work, and the higher the quality of that work, and more we 
then make in return and the better you are paid. 
 
 As covered in KEOS Hatting Issue of 18-Dec-1994, "THE DEFINITION OF 
A 'JOB' AT KEOS", a "job" involves: 
 
  !Getting a REQUEST for work from a CLIENT or sales PROSPECT, 
 
  !Performing the individual TASKS to produce the requested WORK, 
 
  !CHECKING and CORRECTING the work, until the CLIENT is FULLY 

SATISFIED and then "ready to pay". for the completed work. 
 
  !Accepting PAYMENT for the completed and DELIVERED WORK. 
 
Keeping track of the commencement, progress, and final completion of any individual 
JOB, as defined in the above issue, is the purpose of  the JOB LOG. 
 
 This is a "RUNNING" LOG of information pertaining to JOBS that have been 
done, or are currently being worked on within the company.  It is basically made up 
of multiple copies of ONE "FORM". 
 
 A sample copy of this JOB LOG FORM is shown in the attached Figure 1. 
 
 One writes JOB LOG ENTRIES on one copy of this form until the form is 
"filled-up".  Then one grabs another copy of the same form and begins making entries 
on that copy.  ALL the filled-in copies of this common "job log form" are kept 
together in a bound "packet" (along with some other things), and is then referred to as 
the JOB LOG "PACKET". 
 
 ONE overall "JOB LOG" packet is maintained for EACH TECH FOLDER 
"SERIES", and is always kept in the back of the MOST RECENT TECH FOLDER. 
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 Starting Up a New JOB LOG 
 
 As covered in KEOS Hatting Issue of 21-Dec-1994, "THE TECHNICAL 
FOLDER", a "packet" is a set of papers, held together by a small binder clip, that is 
filed somewhere inside a TECHNICAL FOLDER. 
 
 The "packet" that holds the JOB LOG form(s) also holds the CUSTOMER 
DEFINITION SHEET(S), which are always kept underneath the JOB LOG form(s). 
 
 When one is creating a NEW tech folder SERIES, the first thing one does after 
filling in the CUSTOMER DEFINITION SHEET (as covered in the above issue), is 
to fill-in the first JOB LOG FORM. 
 
 Attached Figure 2 shows a JOB LOG FORM filled in for the very first time.  
The information needed to begin a new JOB LOG is as follows: 
 
I. CUSTOMER DEFINITION - (LEFT SIDE) - Per KEOS Hatting Issue of 

10-Dec-1994, "CUSTOMER IDENTIFICATION AND FILING:  THE 
CLIENT, ACCOUNT, AND PROJECT". 

 
In Figure 2: 

 
  ! the CLIENT  = MARCUS ADVERTIZING, 
 
  ! the ACCOUNT = (nothing) 
 
  ! the PROJECT = ACME MACHINE, 
 

hence:  "MARCUS ADVERTIZING / ACME MACHINE". 
 

Marcus Advertising is the "client company", and there are no applicable "sub-
divisions" of the company as far as we know, so there is nothing specified for 
the "account".  Acme Machine is one of their clients, but to our company, any 
work done by us for our client that "applies" to their client is an "ongoing 
project" for our client, Marcus Advertising. 

 
II. JOB LOG (FORM) # - (CENTER) - The number of the job log form being 

used.  Obviously, when beginning a new job log packet this should be "1".  
One usually circles the number after writing it in, so it stands out. 

 
III. PHONE NUMBER(S) & "CONTACTS" - (RIGHT SIDE) - The minimum 

amount of information would be one phone number without any contact name 
(especially if the "client" was an individual person). 
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 Filling-In JOB LOG FORMS for an "Active Job" 
 
 Attached Figure 3 shows of a set of job log entries for a fairly simple type of 
job.  It is suggested that one refer to this "example" while reading the description 
below. 
 
 The basic guidelines for filling out JOB LOG FORMS to produce a 
"RUNNING" JOB LOG are as follows: 
 
1. ALL transactions that have to do with a "JOB" are included in the log.  One 

should be very familiar with the definition of a "job" per KEOS Hatting Issue 
of 18-Dec-1994, "THE DEFINITION OF A 'JOB' AT KEOS", so that it is 
clearly understood when a "job" begins and ends. 

 
2. The VERY FIRST LINE to be entered for EACH JOB is a line indicating that 

a job has been "REQUESTED" by a client or prospect. 
 
3. The "REQUEST" line should always include when the work is DUE. 
 
4. If the customer leaves a DEPOSIT for the work (which is usual), a line should 

be entered showing the DEPOSIT INVOICE NUMBER, with some indication 
that this is a deposit, and NOT final payment.  Obviously, if the customer pays 
IN ADVANCE for the ENTIRE JOB, then that should be indicated instead. 

 
5. Once the work begins, EACH "TASK" that is performed in order to complete 

the JOB must have an ENTRY on the JOB LOG. 
 
6. Each LOG ENTRY for a "TASK" is given a "TASK NUMBER" when entered 

on the log, beginning with "1" for the first task entered after the "request" line, 
and consecutively numbered until job completion. 

 
7. "Trivial" steps taken do NOT need to be logged.  It is mainly MAJOR TASKS 

that need to be logged.  Examples will be given in this issue, so that one may 
judge what is worth logging and what is not. 

 
8. If a given task involves the use of COMPUTER DISKS and FILES, there is a 

place on the JOB LOG FORM to indicate what files are being created, 
modified, or "pulled-up without modification" (for printing or merging, etc.), 
and what disk (including the hard-drive) each file resides on.  Obviously, if a 
given task like "collating" does NOT involved computer disks or files, then one 
enters NOTHING in those portions of the JOB LOG FORM. 
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9. Each time the CLIENT IS CONTACTED OR CONTACTS US while the JOB 
is "IN PROGRESS", an ENTRY is made on the LOG (in addition to the initial 
"REQUEST" line).  Such would include in-person meetings, faxes received 
from the client, calls made to/from the client, and any other contact. 

 
10. Any entry made for additional client contact should have the label "(CLIENT)" 

made in the log column where the "Task #" usually goes, and NO TASK 
NUMBER is put on that entry. 

 
11. Any time parts of the job work are given to outside vendors or suppliers, such 

as printers, editors, artists, etc., an entry is made on the log. 
 
12. Any time a job, or a portion of a job, is put "on hold", an entry is made. 
 
13. When special forms are filled-out during the course of the JOB, such as "Client 

Approval" forms or "Work Checklist" forms, an entry should be put into the 
log to show these were done. 

 
14. Any time FAXES (or any other communications) are "sent" to a client, this is 

also noted on the JOB LOG FORM as an entry. 
 
15. Final client okay of the job work is logged as an entry. 
 
16. Any special pickups or deliveries, including bringing mailings to the post 

office, are logged as entries on the JOB LOG FORM. 
 
17. When the FINAL INVOICE is made out, is it ALWAYS logged on the JOB 

LOG FORM as an entry, even if it not paid right off (but instead mailed or 
added to a running account balance, etc.), as this marks the "END" OF THE 
CURRENT ACTIVE JOB.  This is the LAST ENTRY for that job. 

 
18. Once the last entry is made, the Value of Services Delivered (VSD) is written 

underneath the last entry, off to the right where it will stick out, and it is circled 
to highlight it.  This should be the "TOTAL" on the invoice, BEFORE any 
taxes, postage, shipping & handling are added or earlier deposits deducted.  It 
is the DOLLAR AMOUNT of the SERVICES ONLY. 

 
19. The last thing done, is to draw a HORIZONTAL LINE completely across the 

log form, marking the END of the completed JOB. 
 
 These are the basic guidelines for filling out a JOB LOG FORM.  Each time 
one FILLS-UP one FORM, the job log is CONTINUED on a NEW FORM.  The 
"current" job log form in use is always kept at the TOP of the job log "packet". 
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 Example of a JOB LOG for a Major Sized Job 
 
 To better illustrate how the above guidelines are applied when filling out the 
JOB LOG, an example is given here of a LARGE SCALE JOB and how the various 
actions taken from beginning to end would be logged in the JOB LOG. 
 
 To be consistent with earlier examples, the customer chosen for the example is 
the ACME MACHINE project for the client MARCUS ADVERTIZING, i.e.): 
 
 MARCUS ADVERTIZING / ACME MACHINE 
 
which is what would appear on the cover and tab of the all the TECH FOLDERS in 
the overall TECH FOLDER SERIES for that customer project. 
 
 The JOB for this example is a "FULL-RANGE ADVERTIZING PACKAGE" 
done by us for Marcus (to service their client Acme), and would include: 
 
 ! Writing and Design of a COVER LETTER (from "Acme Machine"); 
 
 ! Design of a FULL-SIZE "COLOR INSERT" to go with the Letter; 
 
 ! Input of  a MAILING ADDRESS LIST (supplied by Marcus); 
 
 ! Design of MAILING LABELS to go on 10" x 13" Envelopes; 
 
 ! LISTINGS supplied so the Mailing List can be PROOFED. 
 
 ! Setting up the COVER LETTER and MAILING LABEL for "MERGING" 

with the final MAILING LIST, so a set of ADDRESSED LETTERS and 
ADDRESSED LABELS can be made. 

 
 ! PRINTING of the "Color Insert" in sufficient quantity. 
 
 ! GENERATION of the final set of Addressed Cover Letters, and 

PRINTING of these letters on SUPPLIED (Acme's) STATIONARY. 
 
 ! PURCHASING of Avery Laser Labels for the Mailing Labels. 
 
 ! GENERATION of the final set of Addressed Mailing Labels, and 

PRINTING of these labels on the Avery Laser Label Sheets. 
 
 ! COLLATION of all the above to make the FINAL "SEALED" 

ENVELOPES, with POSTAGE ADDED and DELIVERED/POSTED. 
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 Per the specifications given by the client, Marcus Advertising, we will have a 
mailing that will encompass approximately 500 addresses.  Since this is not that high 
a volume, and we will need WordPerfect anyway to do the "merging" required to 
produce the Cover Letters and Mailing Labels, it is decided that we will input the 
addresses directly into WordPerfect, and NOT use the Paradox or ArcList software 
packages. 
 
 The Full-Size "Color Insert" is to be an 82" x 11" glossy sheet, with a high-
quality, multi-color advertisement on the "front", and a price list on the "back".  It will 
require some typing to get the price list and ad copy in, and considerable design work 
by the Desktop Publisher to get the finished piece setup for printing.  We will be 
using our "contracted" printer (Accu-Set) to do the final printing and cutting on the 
"Color Insert". 
 
 Since this is a moderate-volume, high quality (and "heavy") mailing, it is to be 
mailed First Class, with NO PRE-SORT required.  Our client, Marcus, is to ensure 
that a check from Acme Machine (made out directly to the Post Office) is gotten to us 
by the time the FINAL MAILING is ready to be posted.  Marcus is fronting any other 
costs that we require on "advanced payment", such as the printing and supply costs. 
 
 The ENTIRE JOB is to be done and AT THE POST OFFICE within 10 DAYS 
from when we are receiving the JOB REQUEST. 
 
 The PERSONNEL that will be involved on this JOB are as follows: 
 
"WW" – The SALES/SERVICE PERSON who is dealing with the CLIENT. 
 
"WX"  – The "SUPPLY" OFFICER (held from above by the V.P. Treasury). 
 
"DW"  – The DESKTOP PUBLISHING OPERATOR. 
 
"HAL" – The MAILING SERVICES COMPUTER OPERATOR. 
 
"MW" – The MAILING SERVICES LINE OPERATOR. 
 
"BO"  – The WORD PROCESSOR/ TYPIST. 
 
"CS"  – The SENIOR WORD PROCESSOR. 
 
"GK"  – The SENIOR DATA SERVICES OPERATOR 
 
"RR"  – The DRIVER for Pickups and Deliveries. 
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 Attached Figure 4 shows the complete SET of FILLED-IN JOB LOG 
FORMS that would properly and fully describe all the STEPS and TASKS needed to 
COMPLETE the "Marcus / Acme" JOB as described on the previous pages, and per 
the "guidelines" given earlier in this issue. 
 
 Scanning the entries shown on the JOB LOG for this example (Figure 4), the 
following would be a "summary" of what was done: 
 
3/5/95  – Specs of the job are taken, an estimate done (including printing costs), 

and a "deposit" is invoiced and paid.  Later that day the planning is done 
and the job is assigned (not shown on a job log at this stage). 

 
3/6/95  – The basic design is setup for the Color Insert, and the text needed for the 

Ad (front) and Price List (back) are "straight-typed" (unformatted). 
 
3/7/95  – The text is "imported" into the design layout for the Color Brochure, 

which is then finished and a "proof" sent to the client. 
 
  – The necessary "data fields" are set up for the Merge Letter, the client's 

suggested text typed, then rewritten, the formatting done, and a "proof" 
sent to the client. 

 
3/8/95  – Corrections to the Color Insert (received from client previous evening) 

are made and a new proof is sent to the client. 
 
3/9/95  – Corrections to the Merge Letter (received from client previous evening) 

are made and a new proof is sent to the client. 
 
  – An "okay" is received on the Color Insert, a more accurate estimate is 

worked out with the printer (Accu-Set), which is sent to the client with a 
"final okay to print" sign-off sheet. 

 
  – The address list file is created, a formatted "list dump" report is setup, 

and the data entry for the mailing addressed from the client is begun. 
 
  – The "final okay to print" is received for the Color Insert, the printer 

alerted, and the necessary materials delivered to the printer (including a 
check for the costs), and the printer begins work, ETA on the 11th. 

 
3/10/95 – The data entry of the mailing addressed is completed, a "list dump" 

generated and printed, and a "proof" sent to the client. 
 
  – The Mailing Labels are designed, "proof" samples sent to the client. 
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3/11/95 – Corrections are received on the Mailing List, completed, and a new 

"proof" is sent to the client with a "final okay" sign-off sheet. 
 
  – The completed printing of the Color Inserts is received, checked, then 

held in our inventory after being "logged" so we can find them. 
 
  – The "final okay" of received on the Mailing Label design, and 2 boxes 

of Avery #5163 laser label sheets are purchased (with cost noted for the 
final invoicing, since these boxes are only for this job). 

 
3/12/95 – The "final okay" is received on the Mailing List, so can begin using the 

list to generate the (534) Addressed Letters and Mailing Labels. 
 
  – The Addressed Letters are generated (by "merging" the common-text 

letter "template" set up earlier with the 534 addresses we now have), and 
then are printed on the stationery supplied by Acme (the client's client in 
this case) via the Marcus (the client).  Note:  NO signature is required 
for this set of letters, they are signed from "Acme". 

 
3/13/95 – The Mailing Labels are generated (by "merging" the mailing-label 

"template" set  up earlier with the 534 addressed we typed in), and are 
printed on the Avery #5163 laser label sheets we purchased. 

 
  – A "sample package" is collated and weighed, the postage computed, and 

arrangements are made to get a check for the postage cut by Acme and 
picked up directly from them (with Marcus' permission). 

 
3/14/95 – The postage check (made out to the Merrick Post Office) is picked up 

and verified as being "good".  The check is taken to the Merrick North 
post office and equal postage added to our postage machine. 

 
  – The 534 pieces are collated (Letter with Color Insert put in each 9x12 

envelope with corresponding Mailing Label affixed to each envelope), 
sealed, then postage is added to each finished "piece". 

 
  – The FINAL INVOICE (for OUR exchange on the JOB), and 

arrangements made to have a check ready at Marcus the next morning. 
 
3/15/95 – The check for the FINAL PAYMENT is picked up from Marcus, 

verified as being "good", then the Mailing taken to the Post Office. 
 The JOB is now DONE.  The VSD ("Value of Services Delivered", which 
excludes postage, printing and supplies) amount is noted on the JOB LOG. 
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 From a certain point of view, one might think that this is a lot of material to be 
"logging", and may further consider it to be a "bunch of useless admin", etc.  
However, it should be noted here that the example in Figure 4 was a 10-day-long 
"job" that involved 8 or 9 different staff, all of whom had to coordinate their actions 
to pull the whole thing off successfully and on schedule. 
 
 Having even the briefest record of "what has been done by whom" is not only 
invaluable to managers who are trying to keep track of job progress, but to those staff 
members who must perform steps after other staff have completed steps that relate to 
current actions required. 
 
 From another point of view, what is shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 may 
seem to be not enough material to fully understand what is going on with any given 
"active" job in-house.  The answer here is that the JOB LOG is NOT meant to provide 
that much information.  That is what the REMAINDER of the TECHNICAL 
FOLDER is supposed to supply,. which includes detailed specifications sheets and 
write-ups, copies of all invoices, all proof copies printed and copies of client okays 
received, not to mention the "Technical Summary" write-ups that should tell one 
HOW to handle this type of job in the first place (see KEOS Hatting Issue of 21-Dec-
1994, "THE TECHNICAL FOLDER", for more information on Technical 
Summaries and the other parts of a Tech Folder). 
 
 Continuous Logging of Multiple Jobs on the JOB LOG FORMS 
 
 When a NEW job comes in after previous jobs are completed, one does NOT 
start a whole new JOB LOG FORM.  One just continues on the "CURRENT" job log 
form that was used to log the last steps of the previous job. 
 
 Attached Figure 5 gives an example of this for the same client and project, 
MARCUS ADVERTISING / ACME MACHINE. 
 
 In this case, the client (Marcus) has asked us to produce a set of 50 
"Unaddressed Letters" likes the ones sent out in the last mailing, as requested to them 
by their client (Acme).  NO mailing labels are needed, as nothing is to be mailed, just 
the 50 copies of the letter, in "unaddressed and undated" form printed on Acme's 
stationery, to be delivered to Marcus (who will give them to Acme). 
 
 All that WE have to do in this case is to setup a "blank" address entry, take the 
date off the letter, "merge" these together to produce the "blank unaddressed letter", 
print 50 copies on the remaining Acme stationery we had left, then deliver the results 
to Marcus and pick up a check.  As one can see in Figure 5, it takes a LOT less space 
to log this smaller job, than it did to log the 10-day-long "marathon" job done earlier 
for Marcus. 
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 JOB LOG Handling When NEW Tech Folders are Made 
 
 Per KEOS Hatting Issue of 21-Dec-1994, "THE TECHNICAL FOLDER", one 
makes a NEW tech folder when the "current" tech folder fills-up with papers.  The 
procedure on what to do with the "packet" that contains the JOB LOG (and the 
Customer Definition Sheet), which is also covered in that issue, includes moving the 
ENTIRE PACKET (as well as the other "common item" packets - see the above 
issue) to the NEW TECH FOLDER. 
 
 However, what is ALSO required, is that an ENTRY be made, after the last 
entry on the JOB LOG, indicating a NEW TECHNICAL FOLDER has been made 
and therefore added to the overall tech folder "SERIES" for that 
CLIENT/ACCOUNT/PROJECT. 
 
 This is done with a simple ONE-LINE ENTRY after the last entry on the JOB 
LOG FORM.  One just includes WHO made the new tech folder, the DATE is was 
done, and the new tech folder NUMBER.  It is also a good idea to "highlight" this 
with an arrow or asterisks, then put the same kind of line across the log form as one 
does when logging the "end of a job". 
 
 Generally, it is optimum to make new tech folders "BETWEEN JOBS", so that 
all the papers for a given job are in one tech folder and easier to work with.  However, 
if a folder is simply too full to be useful, yet the job is still in progress, then by all 
means make a new folder even if it is in the "middle" of an active job. 
 
 To illustrate the procedure, suppose that "Marcus / Acme", the client/project 
that was used in previous examples, again required a small job to be done.  In 
particular, Marcus got a request from their client, Acme, to give them a set of 50 
Mailing Labels with "no addressing" (just return addresses), which would go with the 
50 unaddressed and undated letters we just did for them in the last example. 
 
 Now also suppose that when "w.w." goes to put the JOB REQUEST in the 
"CURRENT" TECH FOLDER, "Tech Folder #1", it is found that the accordion 
folder is so full that even the one piece of paper can barely fit inside of it.  Aha!  A 
perfect candidate for the NEW TECH FOLDER to be made. 
 
 So "w.w.", before assigning the newly requested JOB, makes a new tech folder 
per the procedure given in KEOS Hatting Issue of 21-Dec-1994, "THE TECHNICAL 
FOLDER", then makes a single job log entry showing that the new folder, "Tech 
Folder #2", has been made, highlighting the entry clearly.  Once work is done on this 
newly requested job, the entries for that job are made AFTER the entry showing the 
new folder being made, and all the papers for this latest job are filed in the NEW Tech 
Folder #2.  Attached Figure 6 shows how this is done. 
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 JOB LOGS for "Internal KEOS Projects" 
 
As covered in KEOS Hatting Issue of 21-Dec-1994, "THE TECHNICAL FOLDER", 
any project that is being done "internally", i.e.) NOT for customers, will generally 
required the SAME setup and admin procedures as customer work. 
 
 Of course this would include the JOB LOG FORMS being filled-out.  
Basically the procedure for an "internal project" is the SAME as for customer work, 
EXCEPT that one does NOT have things like invoices, client contacts and proof 
sending to "log" on the forms..  So just log these using the same basic procedure, and 
that's that. 
 
 
 How Much Detail? 
 
 As can be seen in the examples given is this issue, logging the actions taken 
and computer disks and files used can get quite detailed, especially when a large-scale 
job is being done involving a number of different staff.  However, this is really a 
matter of judgment combined with what our Management requires to plan and 
maintain proper control over the progress of our work. 
 
 Obviously one does not want to get into logging "trivial" actions, like "I put a 
stamp on one letter, then put it in the 'going to the post office today' tray".  Similarly, 
if one makes a "temporary file" on a computer disk, say for example to "put some text 
aside for later use an hour from now", and then when that hour is up and the file is 
"used", the file is deleted, there obviously is NO reason to waste time and paper 
logging it on the job log. 
 
 On the other hand, key items such as invoices, computer files, and material sent 
to or received from clients MUST be logged even if one is "pressed for time". 
 
 So now you have the procedure for using these new JOG LOG FORMS.  
Obviously, if you have questions, ASK someone for help, but when you do, ask the 
MANAGER who is "in charge" of the customer JOB (or internal project) you are 
working on, and NOT anyone who happens to "look like they know".  The manager is 
the person who is really "running" the job, and therefore would know exactly what 
information is needed in order to plan, schedule, track, and possibly "debug" your 
work.  And remember, this is also the person who must ultimately answer to the 
CLIENT regarding the finished product. 
 
KEOS Technical Writer 
 
Approved by The Management of KEOS, Inc. 


